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a b s t r a c t
Online social networks such as Twitter have emerged as an important mechanism for individuals to share
information and post user generated content. However, ﬁltering interesting content from the large volume
of messages received through Twitter places a signiﬁcant cognitive burden on users. Motivated by this problem, we develop a new automated mechanism to detect personalised interestingness, and investigate this for
Twitter. Instead of undertaking semantic content analysis and matching of tweets, our approach considers
the human response to content, in terms of whether the content is suﬃciently stimulating to get repeatedly chosen by users for forwarding (retweeting). This approach involves machine learning against features
that are relevant to a particular user and their network, to obtain an expected level of retweeting for a user
and a tweet. Tweets observed to be above this expected level are classiﬁed as interesting. We implement the
approach in Twitter and evaluate it using comparative human tweet assessment in two forms: through aggregated assessment using Mechanical Turk, and through a web-based experiment for Twitter users. The results
provide conﬁdence that the approach is effective in identifying the more interesting tweets from a user’s
timeline. This has important implications for reduction of cognitive burden: the results show that timelines
can be considerably shortened while maintaining a high degree of conﬁdence that more interesting tweets
will be retained. In conclusion we discuss how the technique could be applied to mitigate possible ﬁlter
bubble effects.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Microblogging services, with Twitter as a prime example, have facilitated a massive interconnection of the world over the past few
years [1]. Twitter’s support of quick, short, and ‘real-time’ live content
sharing amongst its millions of users allow vast amounts of information to be sent and received very quickly [2]. This has been helped
by its growth into the mobile domain, allowing users to share text,
photos, or videos directly from a news source or geographic location
[3]. It has been especially useful in emergency situations worldwide,
such as during the 2010 Haiti earthquake [4] and the 2011 Egyptian
protests [5].
Unlike many other media, microblogging services such as Twitter
are characterised by convenience and informality - messages are sizelimited, making them easy to consume, and may contain pictures and
pointers to other web content. The streamed nature of tweets provides channels deﬁned by other Twitter users, where users opt-in to
receive content. These subscription relationships provide a social network structure through which content is mediated, with users being
able to republish or “retweet” received messages as they wish. How∗
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ever the ease with which content can be published results in a huge
volume of potential content, much of this having limited relevance
other than to a few users. A user’s ability to choose whose content
they receive counters to some degree the “long-tail” problem of social media content [6]. However this can introduce noise, where the
likelihood of generally uninteresting and mundane content begins to
outweigh interesting content [7].
These issues mean that approaches to distinguishing interesting
tweets from surrounding noise are valuable in reducing the cognitive
burden for users. Identifying interesting tweets represents a form of
recommendation system and there are a range of well-known strategies that can be adopted. However, the real-time nature of microblogging combined with limited text from which knowledge can be
extracted, means that it is appropriate to look for new and eﬃcient
alternative approaches.
In this paper we introduce, formally deﬁne and explore a new
strategy to quantify the perceived “interestingness” of individual
tweets. A brief initial exploration of the underlying approach was
presented in [8] as a proof of concept. In comparison, this paper provides a complete speciﬁcation of the model and necessary implementation details, formally validates the approach against collective and
individual assessments of interestingness provided by human participants in a web experiment, and analyses the results to draw conclusions on potential applications.
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Our conceptual model interprets the human users of Twitter as
collective cognitive agents, who effectively process the semantic content of tweets and respond to cognitive stimulation [9] and cues [10].
When this stimulation is perceived as suitably signiﬁcant, the agent
forwards the message to its neighbours and the process is repeated.
The networked nature of Twitter means that message forwarding (or
retweeting), when considered in context of the agents and the network structure, holds potentially valuable accumulated perceptions
about the quality, relevance and interest of the content. This represents an implicit form of crowdsourcing [11].
A signiﬁcant beneﬁt of this approach is its eﬃciency. The human
performs sophisticated computation and artiﬁcial intelligence can be
applied to their subsequent retweeting behaviour, rather than being
applied directly to analysis of tweet content. By applying suitable
thresholds, a deterministic measure of “interestingness” can be applied both to ﬁlter content streams from individuals and to discover
content from outside of the immediate social network.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2
we identify the key related work; Section 3 introduces the measure of interestingness, as a general metric to capture the notion
of interest, beyond expectation, to a signiﬁcant sub-group of Twitter users; Section 3.2 describes the application of machine learning
techniques to characterise retweet behaviour based on selected features; Section 4 involves validating the interestingness metric as a
technique and benchmarking it against human selection of interesting content.
2. Related work
Classifying a tweet as “interesting” is challenging since it is a personal and subjective judgement, often relying on the context of surrounding information as to the emotions that might be triggered.
In addition, “interesting” content is not simply that which provides
positive enjoyment, since content that conveys anger or frustration
may also be of interest. Therefore we consider interesting content to
be that giving rise to signiﬁcant affective stimulation [12] for some
group of users. An individual who retweets content is signalling that
they believe it will have a level of affective stimulation for their
followers.
There has been considerable useful research into retweet behaviour, including analyses of retweet propagation [13], retweet volume prediction for a variety of purposes [14–17], and binary retweet
decision-making [18–21]. In [22] an approach is discussed for recommending users to follow, and the paper provides some useful information on feature selection for training classiﬁers, identifying mentions,
URLs, and hashtags as important. [23] surveys various recommender
systems built on Twitter, highlighting only one example [9] which ﬁlters a timeline of tweets by predicting their retweet level. More generally, [24] surveys how information is diffused through the Twitter
social graph. In the remainder of this section, we highlight a subset of
the most relevant works towards identifying interest.
There has been little effort in the literature to explicitly identify
“interesting” tweets that may be relevant beyond their immediate audience. [25] attempts to ﬁnd interesting tweets by analysis the social
graph. The HITS algorithm [26] is applied to ﬁrst ﬁlter based on the inﬂuence of the author, before a similar process then scores individual
tweets. Results are evaluated against a gold standard of tweets identiﬁed by two human annotators. [19] uses machine learning techniques
to predict the number of retweets using features that range from simple (e.g., includes a hashtag or URL) to more complex including sentiment analysis and term extraction but ignore features relating to the
author. It is inferred that tweets that are predicted to be retweeted
often, are inherently more interesting. Speciﬁc terms play a strong
role in their predictions, where tweets containing the term social are
predicted to be retweeted more often than those containing sleep for
example.

The concept of “interestingness” is also addressed in research domains outside of social media analysis, particularly with respect to
data mining, where [27] surveys several approaches for measuring
interestingness in this area. The authors assess metrics such as peculiarity, surprisingness, generality, and diversity for semantically deducing how interesting a piece of data is. [28] uses features, such as
validity, novelty, and understandability for a similar aim. Relative interest is a term introduced in [29], which uses “common sense knowledge” to mine rules that contradict a user’s knowledge, and thus describe relatively interesting information as that which differs from
the norm. Affectiveness from stories (including those inducing suspense), news articles, and events was shown to drive interest in information by [30], who also report that increases in interest affect the
cognitive application to the information. Recall and learning capacity
are also improved as a result. Finally, [31] measures interestingness
of mined patterns based on whether or not the data is unexpected or
actionable to a user, where information is interesting to a user if it is
of use or if it contrasts with belief.
Semantic analysis has been a commonly used approach in many
studies. For example, linear regression is used in [32] to score the
different components of a tweet’s text to produce an average tweet
score, allowing users to write tweets that will more likely receive
retweets1 . An estimated retweet count is then obtained through a
comparison to a “baseline” score for the tweet’s author at that point
in time. A feature of this method is that it requires building and continual updating of each user’s baseline and links are not make links
to information interestingness.
In [7] semantic analysis of tweets is again used, in this case to produce scores to identify uninteresting content. A decision tree classiﬁer
is used to assign integer scores [1, 5]. However, the categorisation system the authors eventually use is relatively coarse and not able to
represent the many types of tweets seen on Twitter. The classiﬁcation of interestingness involves identifying when a tweet contains a
URL, which prohibits a signiﬁcant amount of potentially interesting
content. This means the methods aren’t suitable for assessing tweets
on a general or user-speciﬁc level.
“LiveTweet”2 is a system introduced in [33,34] for determining interestingness through retweet probability, using a model containing
information on features of tweets most popular at a given point in
time. The method requires a continual re-building of the semantic
model. The authors state that a retweeted tweet is not necessarily an
indication of interestingness, due to user inﬂuence and temporal factors, but that a single retweet decision does imply that user’s interest.
In [35] information quality is as the driver for the development of a
clustering algorithm. However, the scoring method is relatively simplistic and based around identifying the most important tweets surrounding a particular event (such as Michael Jackson’s death). This
may prohibit other forms of interestingness that don’t relate to a speciﬁc event.
In summary, from the existing literature there is considerable
scope to develop techniques that are: (i) eﬃcient in requiring the use
of resources; (ii) generic in capturing interestingness which may arise
from diverse sources, for example not necessarily deﬁned by a event
or by the inclusion of a web link; (iii) effective in providing some personalisation. These observations have motivated our alternative approach.
3. Inferring interestingness
We assess interestingness for a tweet by considering the extent to
which it has provided affective stimulation [12] the group of users
that have encountered it in their timeline. The signal we use for affective stimulation is a retweet. Although retweeting is a simple cue,
1
2
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Table 1
Tweet (left) and user (right) features used to train and test against the classiﬁer. The
nominal feature ‘retweet count’ is the predictor feature.
Feature

Data type

Feature

Data type

Contains mention
Tweet length
URL
Hashtag
Positive emoticon
Negative emoticon
Exclamation mark
Question mark
Starts with ‘RT’
Is an @-reply
retweet count

{True, False}
Real (numeric)
{True, False}
{True, False}
{True, False}
{True, False}
{True, False}
{True, False}
{True, False}
{True, False}
{Dynamic}

Follower count
Friend count
Veriﬁed account
Status count
Sisted count
Max. follower count
Min. follower count
Avg. follower count
Max. friend count
Min. friend count
Avg. friend count
Avg. status count
Fraction veriﬁed
accounts

Real (numeric)
Real (numeric)
{True, False}
Real (numeric)
Real (numeric)
Real (numeric)
Real (numeric)
Real (numeric)
Real (numeric)
Real (numeric)
Real (numeric)
Real (numeric)
Real (numeric)

it encapsulates natural human behaviour, indicating the number of
users that found a tweet suﬃciently interesting to share with their
followers. However the retweet metric needs to take into account the
relative context of the user and the network. For example, due to the
number of their followers, the tweets of a popular user (e.g., celebrity)
can generally be expected to be highly retweeted irrespective of the
content. Therefore it is important to assess retweet behaviour relative
to what can be reasonably expected for a particular author.
Consequently, for a tweet t, we consider the observed retweet
count tO relative to the expected retweet count tE . The interestingness score for t, denoted s(t) is deﬁned as:

tO
s(t ) =
tE
where s(t1 ) > s(t2 ) implies tweet t1 is more interesting than t2 . We
note that it is possible to deﬁne a set of tweets with at least a particular level of interestingness: i.e., {t: s(t) > k}. When k = 1 this set
contains tweets where the observed retweet count is greater than expectation. Applying threshold k in this manner represents a simple
application of s(t) to provide a binary classiﬁcation of tweets based
on interestingness.
3.1. Predicting the expected retweet count
Determining the interestingness score for a tweet t requires an estimate of the expected retweet count tE . We apply machine learning
techniques to predict tE based on easily detectable features exhibited by t. These features extend to the tweet itself, but also capture
properties of the author, in terms of their local position in the social
graph. A summary of the 31 features adopted for machine learning
purposes is presented in Table 1. The lower eight user features (italicised) listed in Table 1 refer to the sampling of each collected user’s
local network when sampling the data. Note that since feature engineering is implementation- and domain-dependent, we have not focussed on it’s investigation here, instead, we utilise features that have
proved successful in the literature.
To train a machine learning classiﬁer in prediction of the expected retweet count tE , a corpus of tweets is required. This has been
achieved by randomly walking through Twitter’s social graph using
the Twitter REST API. For each user visited in the random walk, a set
of 1,000 recent tweets (or less if unavailable) from the user’s timeline
has been collected, alongside the user’s features described in Table 1.
Subsequent users in the random walk were selected from the user’s
followers and friends.
It is commonplace that retweeting occurs soon after a tweet being posted. For example [36] identiﬁed that approximately 50% of all
retweet actions occur within one hour of the tweet being posted, and
75% of retweet actions occur within the ﬁrst day. As such we use at
least day-old tweets in our analyses, which helps to minimise the
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risk that retweeting behaviour has not yet occurred. Data collection
resulted in 240, 717 tweets, denoted Tfull , authored by 370 Twitter
users. For machine learning purposes, the tweets were divided into
two sets: 90% formed a training dataset for the classiﬁer, denoted
Ttrain . The remaining 10%, denoted Ttest , were retained for validation
of the classiﬁer. The assignment of an authors tweets to Ttrain or Ttest
was made at random and ensured no author had tweets occurring in
both sets.
3.2. Categorisation of retweet counts for machine learning
Retweet counts have been shown to follow a long-tailed distribution [17]. Applying a machine learning classiﬁer to a problem with a
long-tailed distribution of contiguous data is potentially problematic
due to small amounts of training data in the less frequent categories.
To counter this, [17] collects training data into intervals in order to
predict whether a retweet will fall into one of four broad categories
(not retweeted, less than 100 retweets, less than 10,000 retweets or
more than 10,000 retweets). Our application requires more granular
predictions of retweet behaviour, hence we partition the distribution
using variable interval widths such that the total number of instances
within each interval is approximately equal. Within training, this increases the opportunity for the retweet counts within the long tail
to be identiﬁed. This has been achieved by a heuristic displayed in
Algorithm 1, which accepts a requested number of intervals, R, as an
input.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for dynamically producing containing intervals for retweet counts.
procedure generate_intervals(set of tweets T , requested intervals R)
C ← empty list
 To hold ordered retweet counts
I ← empty list
 To represent container intervals
for all t ∈ T do
Add tO to C
end for
Sort C into ascending order
M ← max (C )
 Highest instance of tO
T Sum ←  |CR|   Number of tweets to be held in each interval
H ← empty dictionary
 To represent the distribution of
retweet counts
for all c ∈ C do
if c ∈ H then
Increment Hc
else
Hc ← 1
end if
end for
for all i in range 1, ..., M + 1 do
if i ∈ H then
s ← s + Hi
end if
if s ≥ T Sum then
Add i to I
end if
end for
Return I
end procedure
The result of Algorithm 1 on the data set is shown in Fig. 1. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of this categorisation, we compare it
with an example of linearly deﬁned uniform intervals (Fig. 2), which
retains the undesirable long-tail characteristic [13]. Here the lower
intervals represent signiﬁcantly more tweets than the higher ones,
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mance against alternative classiﬁers. Using a randomised subset of
Tfull for training, this technique offers superior performance, in terms
of both precision and recall, as compared to the simple logistic, logistic, SMO and Naïve Bayesian alternatives using 10-fold cross validation. Additionally it was the second quickest in terms of training
time (of the order of around 1 second on a modern laptop computer).
Based on these observations, the Bayesian network classiﬁer and the
dynamic retweet interval selection method are adopted in our subsequent experimentation.
4. Experimentation and validation

Fig. 1. Cardinalities of dynamically categorised retweet counts of tweets in Ttest with
R = 15, yielding an interval count of 10.  |CR|  represents the target cardinality of each
interval (see Algorithm 1).

Fig. 2. Cardinalities of linearly categorised retweet counts of tweets in Ttest with 30
intervals. Note that the ﬁnal intervals are amalgamated.
Table 2
Cross-validation performance results for the ﬁrst 10 categorised through the linear and
dynamic methods on retweet counts. Note that the remaining categories for Table (a)
are excluded as these produce precision and recall values of 0.
Bin interval

Precision

Recall

[0,8109)
1.000
0.956
[8109,16218)
0.083
0.355
[16218,24327)
0.134
0.315
[24327,32436)
0.233
0.072
[32436,40545)
0.000
0.000
[40545,48654)
0.008
0.004
[48654,56763)
0.105
0.109
[56763,64872)
0.030
0.038
[64872,72981)
0.008
0.174
[72981,81090)
0.009
0.343
(a) Accuracy for linearly-categorised
retweet counts with 30 categories.

Bin interval

Precision

Recall

[0,1)
0.935
0.741
[1,3)
0.218
0.324
[3,8)
0.190
0.394
[8,16)
0.240
0.233
[16,29)
0.291
0.298
[29,58)
0.265
0.338
[58,147)
0.232
0.201
[147,512)
0.256
0.418
[512,3301)
0.527
0.508
[3301,810917)
0.519
0.709
(b) Accuracy for dynamically
categorised retweet counts with R = 15.

resulting in a weaker representation for those tweets receiving a
higher retweet counts.
A Bayesian network classiﬁer [37] was used to train against the
features deﬁned in Table 1, using both the categorisation schemes in
Figs. 1 and 2. Ten-fold cross-validation was carried out with Tfull for
the purposes of comparing the schemes. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 2. These indicate that higher prediction accuracies are obtained with the whole range of variable interval sizes,
exhibiting more uniform precision and recall across the intervals,
showing that this categorisation method is more effective in classifying the wide range of retweet counts observed in Twitter.
The Bayesian network classiﬁer has been selected via the
machine-learning toolkit, Weka3 , on the basis of superior perfor-

3
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In this section we focus on validation of the interestingness metric from collective (Section 4.1) and individual (Section 4.2) perspectives. In calculating s(t) we adopt the Bayesian network classiﬁer and
the dynamic retweet interval selection method as described in the
previous section. Given the reported performance of the classiﬁer in
predicting tE as described in Figs. 1, 2 and Table 2, the purpose of our
evaluation is to determine the extent to which s(t) identiﬁes tweets
that provide affective stimulation, as perceived by users. Note that
we are not directly evaluating the predictive retweet capabilities of
the classiﬁer. In each of the experiments tO is the retweet count for
the tweet t, as observed in Twitter. This represents the absolute measure of retweet activity for t.
Our evaluation approaches require participants to select from a
small set of tweets those that they perceive as most interesting. This
is a simple and effective method requiring minimal burden on the
participant and reducing the reliance on their interest in the content. From this we can assess the extent to which the most frequently
selected tweets are more highly ranked by the measure s(t). This
approach allows participants to use their immediate instincts and it
removes the need for an individual to calibrate a score of interestingness using an arbitrary scaling. If there is no dominant interest in any
tweet the user’s choice represents an arbitrary selection of content.
From this approach we measure the extent to which the popularity of the selected tweets is reﬂected in their interestingness scores,
relative to the other tweets displayed. We stress that any ranking of
tweets using s(t) is applied here purely for evaluation purposes, and
the global ranking of tweets is not the intended primary function of
the s(t) metric. It is anticipated that by applying the threshold k to
s(t), a ﬁrst line of content ﬁltering can be provided, distinguishing
tweets with a possible higher level of interestingness in a large twitter stream. This functionality allows attention to be managed when
following large numbers of users.
4.1. Collective assessment of interestingness
In this test anonymous agents were recruited (using the Amazon
Mechanical Turk service) to perform human classiﬁcation of the interestingness of a sample of tweets from Ttest . Each Mechanical Turk
Worker (MTW) was presented with a series of questions, each containing ﬁve tweets from Ttest authored by the same Twitter user. For
each question, MTWs were asked to select the tweets they found the
most interesting, and were required to select at least one tweet. The
rate of pay was $0.05 per answered question. In total, 150 questions
were generated from a set T of 750 tweets randomly chosen from Ttest ,
with each question answered by three MTWs. Of these 750 tweets, a
set T of 349 tweets were selected as interesting by at least two out of
three workers. In total, 91 distinct workers contributed to the test.
We consider the likelihood of at least two of the three MTWs selecting one of the ﬁrst i tweets in a given question, ranked by descending s(t) over all questions. This is a useful measure because
it gives an insight into the techniques effectiveness when used to
shorten (i.e., pre-ﬁlter) a user’s timeline based on interestingness.
Note that this is a relative ranking of the tweets displayed and in
particular there is no guarantee that each question will contain a
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Fig. 3. Likelihood of MTWs selecting one of the ﬁrst i tweets ranked by descending s(t)
over all questions.

tweet t with s(t) > 1. Fig. 3 shows that if the question containing ﬁve
tweets is considered as a timeline, presenting the top three tweets,
as ranked by interestingness metric s(t), would capture the majority MTW’s timeline choices 88% of the time. However these results
represent aggregated views of MTWs, within which consensus is not
always possible. As such it is important to assess this from an individual’s perspective (Section 4.2).
4.2. Individual assessment of interestingness
Individual users of social media readily exhibit their personal differences and dispositions (e.g., [38]). As such, natural variation is
likely to affect individual perception of interestingness. In this section we consider people individually, taking into account the user’s
position within the social network. This involves engaging individual users to identify interesting tweets from a snapshot of their own
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timelines, and a selection from their neighbours. These selections,
and the subsets of tweets from which they were selected, were then
evaluated using the interestingness metric.
To achieve this a bespoke web application was designed allowing
visitors to ‘sign-in’ using their Twitter credentials. From the user’s
access keys, as provided through the OAuth mechanism, tweets from
the user, their friends and followers were retrieved. Participants were
faced with a series of ten tweet timelines; the ﬁrst representing the
participant’s current home timeline, and the remaining nine being
user timelines from nine of their friends, selected at random with
weighting towards more popular users. Each timeline was up to 20
tweets long and participants needed at least 30 friends in order to
take part. In each timeline, participants were asked to select the
tweet(s) they found the most interesting, and were required to select
at least one before moving to the next timeline. Selected tweets were
then considered to be ‘interesting’ and the others uninteresting. On
average, participants selected around 1.6 tweets from each timeline.
Users were recruited through voluntary participation (viral web
advertising) and through Mechanical Turk. A total of 580 timelines
were assessed, consisting of 389 from MTWs and 191 from voluntary
b
of tweets considered by the experparticipation. In total, the set Ttest
iment was authored by 936 unique users and involved 9, 921 tweets.
For all these tweets, interestingness scores s(t) were computed by extracting each of their own and their authors’ features and classifying the resultant instances against the same classiﬁer model used in
Section 4.1. In total, 69.3% of all tweets t selected by the participants
had an interestingness score of s(t) > 1.
To assess performance we consider ranking the tweets in each
timeline considered by the experiment in ascending order of computed interestingness. In Fig. 4 we calculate the chance of a participant selecting one the i highest ranked tweets, as measured by s(t),
where 0 ≤ i ≤ 20, with 20 being the maximum length of a timeline
considered. The random performance in Fig. 4b and c indicates the

Fig. 4. The chance of a participant selecting one of the i highest ranked tweets by s(t) in the timeline.
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Fig. 5. Relationship between the number of selected tweets in a timeline and the maximum score disparity of the timeline.

likelihood of two and three (respectively) randomly-selected tweets
being in the top i of those ranked.
The implications of these results are useful, because they demonstrate that the technique can be used to substantially reduce the
timeline length, while maintaining a high probability of retaining
the tweets that an individual ﬁnds interesting. In practical terms this
means that cognitive burden can be substantially reduced while preserving the probability of interesting tweets remaining. For example,
Fig. 4 shows that the timelines used could be reduced in size by 50%
with a 83% chance of retaining the interesting tweets.
The interestingness disparity of a timeline refers to the magnitude
of the range of scores observed across its tweets. The maximum disparity of timelines where only one tweet is selected by participants
refers to the greatest of such magnitudes. Fig. 5 reports that where
this disparity is high, it is more likely that participants select only one
tweet from the timeline as interesting, indicating a greater ease of
identiﬁcation of tweets that stand out as being interesting. Timelines
with a smaller disparity, and therefore more similarly-interesting
tweets, make the selection task more of a cognitive burden to participants, and therefore makes it harder for them to select just one
tweet as the most interesting.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced a method for scoring tweet interestingness using non-semantic methods, and we have demonstrated
its ability to infer interesting tweets from the volume and noise
within a user’s timeline. This has been accomplished by using comparative human tweet assessment in two forms: through aggregated
assessment of interestingness using Mechanical Turk, and through a
web-based experiment for individual Twitter users. The results provide conﬁdence that the approach is effective in selecting interesting tweets from a user’s timeline. This has important implications for
reduction of cognitive burden: the results show that timelines can
be considerably shortened while maintaining a high degree of conﬁdence that interesting tweets will be retained. The mean length of
assessed timelines was 14, yet the vast majority of participants selected only one or two tweets from each as interesting, indicating
that a user’s own experience of interestingness on Twitter seems less
than that that might be achievable through an interestingness-based
prioritisation scheme.
The resultant work, as a concept, could be employed in various
ways. Implementing such a scheme in Twitter, for example, where
“interesting” tweets are given prominence above those less interesting would inevitably lead to the unavailability of non-retweeted
tweets which still may be of interest to users. Instead, the research

is aimed to help address the “ﬁlter bubble” problem [39] by helping
to support the notion of the identiﬁcation of interesting content from
beyond the scope of a user’s natural social circle. As such, the work
would be more useful not for ﬁltering data, but for augmenting the
perceived social network structure itself.
For example, TweetBot (and later the oﬃcial Twitter clients themselves) introduced the “mute” future, in which a user could specify friends to ignore tweets from. However, in terms of usability,
this achieves the same effect as temporarily unfollowing the friend,
and could therefore be improved by specifying rules that adopt the
research we present; ‘mute all tweets from user X unless a tweet
has interestingness score greater than threshold Sthresh ’. As such, the
network has been augmented to simulate a conditional arc through
which only a subset of tweets are transmitted.
As a concrete example, consider media sources on Twitter as a
potential ﬁlter bubble. After classifying news accounts on Twitter
as left-wing, centre or right-wing, [40] found that 50% of users followed only sources with a single political leaning. Due to the volume
of tweets from each, it could be considered unlikely that these individuals would commit to the cognitive burden of following multiple
sources across the political spectrum. However, by ﬁltering these accounts as above, the reader would see the most interesting subset
of their content, producing possibly negative, but affective reactions
(e.g., anger).
We suggest that our approach is less susceptible to the ﬁlter bubble effect than alternative approaches based only on content rather
than the author (for example [19]). Firstly, these approaches inherently lead to a focus around certain popular keywords, whereas our
approach allows any tweet from any author to emerge. Secondly,
our approach is more resilient to gaming and spam. Since interesting tweets are only identiﬁed based on their retweet behaviour, an
author, for example, cannot simply add popular features (emoticons,
URLs and hashtags) in order to raise the proﬁle of their tweet.
The approach is novel in using the implicit intelligence and behaviour of the human, as an agent that responds to interesting
received tweets by retweeting them. For an individual user and
timeline, the approach determines an expected level of retweeting,
using machine learning to take into account tweet and network speciﬁc characteristics from a user’s perspective. This achieves personalisation, determining whether the actual level of retweeting is significant for an individual, given their network neighbourhood, as well
as features concerning the tweet itself. This is a particular strength of
the method, making it widely applicable to the diversity of activity
found on Twitter, because it addresses the signiﬁcance of retweeting
volume, rather than considering retweeting volume in isolation. Consequently the method is effective in distinguishing between tweet
popularity and tweet interestingness.
The machine learning approach also offers some interesting characteristics to the overall method. Since the model for expected
retweeting is trained on tweets with many features, and across a large
variety of retweet counts, there is no need to continually update the
model in real time, allowing the method to be used for ‘on-demand’
inferences with little overhead. Moreover, all tweets from a single
user can be evaluated for interestingness using the same predictive
scale. These points make the approach ﬂexible and convenient for
potential applications. Additionally we observe that the method has
generality, with applicability to similar functions found on other social network services, such as ‘shares’ on Facebook and ‘reblogs’ on
Tumblr. Both of these services provide interesting avenues for further
research in this area.
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